Systems biology and theranostic approach to drug discovery and development to treat traumatic brain injury.
Traumatic brain injury is a significant disease affecting 1.4 to 2 million patients every year in the USA. Currently, there are no FDA-approved therapeutic remedies to treat TBI despite the fact that there have been over 200 clinical drug trials, all which have failed. These drugs used the traditional single drug-to-target approach of drug discovery and development. An alternative based upon the advances in genomics, proteomics, bioinformatic tools, and systems biology software has enabled us to use a Systems Biology-based approach to drug discovery and development for TBI. It focuses on disease-relevant converging pathways as potential therapeutic intervention points and is accompanied by downstream biomarkers that allow for the tracking of drug targeting and appears to correlate with disease mitigation. When realized, one is able to envision that a companion diagnostic will be codeveloped along the therapeutic compound. This "theranostic" approach is perfectly positioned to align with the emerging trend toward "personalized medicine".